
Born on the Blue



Burnewiin offers an array of products that anchor into our signature gunwale mounting system. Our 
mounts are designed to give you an alternative and highly functional way to utilize your gunwales. 
The GM500 and GM650 mounts are made from investment cast, hand polished, 316 stainless steel 
and will bear the load of our most demanding accessories. You will have the versatility to remove 
your beastly downrigger and effortlessly drop in your handsome BBQ.  At the dock, the rod holders 
can be stowed and replaced with fender cleats. These are just two examples of ways to configure 
your gunwales to meet your changing needs. The functionality, convenience and range of options 
that this system provides will truly enhance the time you spend enjoying your boat. For lighter loads 
(and budgets) the GM300 and GM400 mounts offer compatibility with a wide range of Burnewiin 
products. These mounts are also a great way to securely stow accessories when not in use.

For detailed information on how this system can work for you, visit: burnewiin.com

Versatility

GM650 MOUNT GM400 MOUNT GM300 SIDE MOUNT GM500 SIDE MOUNT



For detailed information and a complete list of products, visit: burnewiin.com

Compatability



BURNEWIIN’s dedication to improving the experiences of all Boaters transcends 
generations. Through our engineering expertise and our passion for life on the 
water, we give you the versatility to customize your boat to suit your specific 
needs. Innovative gunwale accessories like rod holders, fender cleats, knives, 
cutting boards and barbeque mounts allow you to customize the way you outfit 
and utilize your boat. Whether you are a serious fisherman or use your boat for 
weekend cruises and camp-outs, Burnewiin builds the finest looking, functional 
and versatile marine hardware available today. 

You will remember the day you became burnewiin equipped.

Become burnewiin equipped at burnewiin.com

CONTACT:  phone: 541•386•2034  fax: 541•386•1929
BURNEWIIN Inc.  620 Columbia St., Hood River Oregon 97031


